
Proximity USB Desk Top Card Reader 

The Proximity USB Desk Top Card Reader will read the correct code number of any RFID 
Wiegand 26 bit 125 KHz card or key fob using this format. 
It will not read MIFARE cards/fobs 

Simply plug the unit in to a USB port on your computer, the unit will bleep to confirm 
communication and that is it! – there is no software required or additional software drivers 
to download, it’s ‘Plug and Play’ operation. 

This unit is ideal in conjunction with our Pc Access Control Systems or any other proximity 
system, especially with key fobs – it is a ‘Must Have’ without fail.

Why its a must have.
Some manufacturers of Wiegand RFID cards or key fobs may:
1 - Label the cards / key fobs with both the Wiegand and Mifare code number. 
2 - May Provide externally either wiegand code only or mifare code only.
3 - Nothing externally at all.
The Proximity USB Desk Top Card Reader will provide the actual Wiegand RFID code inside 
the card /key fob thats required for various actions.

Generating your own card / fob list for standalone proximity.
1 - Connect the unit to your computer via supplied USB cable. (You will hear a beep and red 
LED will come on).
2 -  Open NOTEPAD or EXCEL on the computer.
3 -  Present a card / key fob over the unit. (Again you will hear a beep, the LED will flash 
once to green to confirm card / fob has been read correctly, Your sheet will display the 
correct wiegand FRID code). 
It's that simple, you may now wish to add certain data as per the below sample.

Example of use.
If using our RD-SR2 or RD-DR1 Proximity unit the wiegand FRID code that you now have safely 
saved on you own management system (as per sample below) can now be entered via the 
remote to delete a card / key fob that is not present. Leaving you safe in the knowledge that the 
missing card or keyfob can not be used to regain entry at a later date.

Wiegand Code Surname Forename Department Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 3 Date Issued

13451392 Jones K Stores Yes no no 04/08/2013

19546079 Humphrey John Enginnering Yes no no 06/08/2013

13001775 West G Sales Yes Yes no 09/08/2013

03707997 Barter K Sales Yes Yes no 09/08/2013

22347771 Smith P Sales Yes Yes no 09/08/2013

13452794 Wellington I Stores Yes no no 10/09/2013

09534765 Flynn A VISITOR Yes Yes Yes 11/09/2013

Please note that any code shorter than 8 digits should be prefixed with 0s to make 8 digit code
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